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Abstract: The idea of sex with robots seems to fascinate
the general public, raising both enthusiasm and revul -
sion. We ran two experimental studies (Ns = 172 and 260)
where we compared people’s reactions to variants of
stories about a person visiting a bordello. Our results
show that paying for the services of a sex robot is
condemned less harshly than paying for the services of a
human sex worker, especially if the payer is married. We
have for the � rst time experimentally con� rmed that
people are somewhat unsure about whether using a sex
robot while in a committed monogamous relationship
should be considered as in� delity. We also shed light on
the psychological factors in� uencing attitudes toward
sex robots, including disgust sensitivity and interest in
science� ction. Our results indicate that sex with a robot
is indeed genuinely considered as sex, and a sex robot is
genuinely seen as a robot; thus, we show that standard
research methods on sexuality and robotics are also
applicable in research on sex robotics.

Keywords: sex robots, disgust, sociosexuality, moral
foundations questionnaire, moral judgments

1 Introduction

Many kinds of robots are introduced into society at an
accelerating rate. Sex and other types of companion
robots are in development and seem to fascinate the
general public [1,2]. Most new robots introduced to the

market attract some media attention, but only sex robots
appear on tabloid front pages when their production is
delayed. Where the “ Campaign to Stop Killer Robots”
spent several years networking with established non-
governmental organizations to gain traction [3], the
“ Campaign Against Sex Robots” went viral in weeks.

Several surveys have measured people’s attitudes
toward sex robots. These surveys have focused on
people’s expectations and fears concerning sex robots
[4], the likelihood of people themselves using or buying a
sex robot (for an overview, see[5]), and whether people
consider using a sex robot to be in� delity or “ cheating”
[6]. The range of answers is extremely wide, from less
than 10% to more than 80% of subjects being ready to
test a sex robot, for example. Gender and age di� erences
have been found across studies focusing on attitudes
toward robots in general. However, to our knowledge no
previous study has focused on the psychological factors
underlying attitudes toward sex robots.

Apart from speci� c scales measuring attitudes toward
robots [7], studies have shown that higher education
implies more positive attitudes toward robots [8] and that
acculturation also plays a role (both in real -life hands-on
experience [9] and through consuming � ction [10]).
Recent work suggests that psychometric scales measuring
values like the Schwartz Value Survey[11] and personality
like HEXACO[12] are not linked to attitudes toward the
usage of transhumanist technologies, while scales more
strongly grounded in evolutionary theory like the Moral
Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ) [13] and the Three-
Domain Disgust Scale(TDDS) are [14,15]. On attitudes
toward sexual themes in general, MFQ(especially the
purity/sanctity factor ) and TDDS (especially sexual
disgust) have been useful in separating di� erent instinctual
reactions and modes of reasoning to explain variations in
behavioral outcomes[16,17].

Overall, the last century has seen signi� cant changes
in attitudes toward sexual morals, but not a “ tide of
liberation on all fronts ” as was predicted 50 years ago. In
Western societies, the use of contraceptives, divorce, and
premarital sex are now seen as normal, and the last few
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years have seen homosexual marriage legalized in one
form or another in most industrial countries. While
polyamorous relationships are slowly gaining acceptance,
marital � delity is still seen as the norm � however, since
multiple relationships before marriage are common, and
since divorces are widely accepted, the precise expecta-
tion nowadays is serial monogamy. Attitudes toward
prostitution vary immensely between societies and
change rapidly [18–20]. In most countries, a division
between social liberals and traditionalists or social
conservatives (to distinguish from � scal liberals and
conservatives) can be seen in most topics of sexual morals.
While this division is often along religious and political lines
[21], there seem to be major individual-level components
also, at least partly based on intuitive reactions as measured
by MFQ and TDDS. Research has shown that conservatives
typically have stronger disgust reactions than liberals [22],
particularly in terms of pathogen avoidance behavior [23].
Of the � ve moral foundations in MFQ, liberals consistently
endorse the harm/care and fairness/reciprocity foundations
more than the other three foundations, whereas conserva-
tives more equally endorse all � ve foundations. Conserva-
tism correlates most strongly with the purity/sanctity
foundation, which, in turn, re lates to adhering to religious
rules and is associated with disgust and contamination
sensitivity [24,25].

The results are mixed on the question of marital
� delity: among liberals, in � delity is seen as a betrayal of
trust and a serious o� ence toward one’s partner, while
among conservatives it is seen as“destruction of family ”
and thus a crime against society (but it is typically
accepted that occasionally the husband may stray). On
prostitution, liberals more often blame the (typically
male) customer and see the sex worker as a victim of
circumstances, while conservatives tend to condemn the
sex worker as a“ fallen person” and attribute less blame
to the customer [26]. This implies that moral cognition
focuses on patients and agents di� erently based on in-
group membership values, which suggest that the
machinery that produces condemnation of sexual acts
is relatively malleable and dependent on many other
mechanisms.

1.1 Rationale of current studies

We chose to study people’s moral judgments toward sex
robots as a replacement of human sex workers. This is
highly relevant, as both proponents [27] and opponents
of sex robotics [28] argue widely on the topic. Sex robot
prostitution is also the most likely way for most people to

have � rst contact with sex robots, given the robots’
estimated prices in excess of US$10,000, and the plans
of current “ doll bordellos ” to expand into sex robots as
soon as possible.

Additionally, this made it possible to write our
vignettes in a way that avoids questions of de� ning love,
companionship, or sex, which are philosophically challen -
ging issues[29]. While attitudes toward sex work vary widely
[20], those di� erences will not matter when we compare the
reactions to two stories set in a bordello, where the sex
worker is either a human or a robot. Having participants
read and evaluate vignettes(written stories) is a common
method in moral psychology and experimental philo -
sophy. While people’s reactions to a story in a controlled
laboratory setting may not re� ect their actual reactions in
a real-life situation, they do tell us much about how
people see themselves; and that self-image (as measured
by responses to vignettes) has a strong e� ect on the
public opinion and “moral climate” of societies [30].
Thus, vignette-based studies can help us understand how
moral judgments form.

This was an exploratory study and we did not set up
formal hypotheses. Until recently, it was common in
moral psychology to focus on moral judgment toward
actions committed by protagonists in di � erent settings.
However, extensive research of late has concluded that
people do not just assess theacts of the agents present in
the vignettes but also judge and condemn their character
[31]. We therefore measured both condemnation of
character and action of the protagonist in our vignettes.

Recent advancements in the development of moral
psychological theory suggest that disgust reactions in
particular are crucial in character condemnation that
follow from witnessing someone committing an ethically
relevant action [31].

2 Methods and results of the studies

2.1 Pilot study introduction

The aim of the pilot study was to test our experimental
paradigm and validate our dependent variables(DVs) and
our stimulus materials. We wrote a short science� ction
story where the protagonist is a 30-year-old male (married
or single) visiting a Western European city for work.
During his downtime, he decides to try out a brothel where
the workers are either humans or robots. Since this is the
� rst study to use such stimulus materials, it was important
to pilot the story carefully (see below for further details).
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